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Abstract

This year, 2021, marks the 700th anniversary of the death of Dante Alighieri, Italian poet, writer and thinker, who 
has been honored by grand attributes and signs of recognition by many. On the occasion of this anniversary, this 
essay briefly deals with some of the reasons for which Dante, in his work Divine Comedy, assigned God’s Prophet 
Mohammed a place in hell. The essay deals with the issues of sources and literature, primarily medieval, which 
had impact on Dante in the formation of his general notion of Islam and Mohammed, a. s. The essay suggests 
that Dante did not put a stop to the European medieval, mostly negative and very often hateful and degrading 
treatment of Islam and Mohammed a. s. The essay points to the need to distinguish Dante from Christianity, since 
Dante represents only himself, his poetry and his opinion.

Key words: Dante, Divine Comedy, Prophet Mohammed, Hell, Inferno, Islam as ‘Christianity gone astray’, Prophet 
Mohammed as an ‘Arabian bishop gone astray’.
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WHY DID DANTE ALIGHIERI CONDEMN
PROPHET MOHAMMED A.S. TO HELL?

1. Heavenly journeys, visits to the aboveground and the underground

the world literature is not unfamiliar with works composed in the manner of the so-called ‘heavenly’, ‘eschatological’,
  ‘metaphysical’ or in another unearthly manner – or expressed in worldly categories – of ‘unreally’ realized 

journeys. For as long as anyone can remember, there have been tales, narratives, proclamations and revelations 
about ‘heavenly’, ‘aboveground’ or ‘underground’ journeys. Therefore, Dante’s Divine Comedy should also be 
viewed simply as one of many works that describe an otherworldly journey. On the journey, Dante is one that 
features as the main hero, the central ‘witness’ and narrator, with many details, characters, reviews of the past 
and settling accounts both with the past and with the characters that he invoked from the times of antiquity 
and met there, on the other side, in Hell (Inferno), Purgatory (Purgatorio) or in Paradise (Paradiso).

illustration ~ Dante Alighieri (1265 - 1321) in the painting of Domenico di Michelina from 1465.
ilustracija ~ D  A  (1265 – 1321)   D   M   1465. .
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 However, let us leave Dante aside. Let us only say that even great religious books, such as the Qur’an and 
the Bible, although we do not classify them as world literature, are readings that influenced world literature 
with thousands of thousands of topics, even this topic called ‘heavenly journeys’! [Let us briefly explain, if it 
needs an explanation at all, why we do not include the Qur’an and the Bible in world literature. The answer 
is short and clear: We do not include them there because books of the Qur’an and the Bible are themselves 
the source of faith, culture, civilization and man’s search for meaning, because these books are, ipso facto, 
the source which, always remaining a fresh source, affected even the emergence of great developments in 
world literature. Despite these influences, we advocate a strict distinction between the Qur’an and the Bible 
as sources on the one hand, and temporal and geographical expanses where ‘waters of /from/ these sources’ 
flew and meandered, creating many things, the ‘world literature’ among others].
 Returning to Dante, we should be reminded that all human ‘ ideas of heavenly journeys’ (or intentions to 
‘travel to the underground and the undersea’) are by themselves ‘subsequent’, they occur post factum, since 
people first found them in their fundamental religious books. It is the pages of fundamental religious books 
that contain notes, typically succinct, about journeys of selected people, mostly God’s prophets (but also of 
angels) to the ‘depths of heavenly spheres’. In the Bible (Exodus, 3-4)1, we find accurately narrated testimony 
of Moses’ stay in God’s (Yahweh’s) proximity (or else, of Moses’ ascension to Yahweh’s proximity).

1 Holy Bible, Good Will Publishers, Inc., Gastonia, NC, 1953, p.53. 

illustration ~ Sa`di, Ascension of the Prophet (Mi`raj), from the Garden (Bustān). Bukhara (possibly) c. 1570.
ilustracija ~ Sa`di, U š šć  P  (Mi`raj), iz vrta (B ā ). B  ( ć )  1570. .
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 If we address the Divine word of the Qur’an, we can see that it brings touching news and lines both on 
Mūsā’s/Moses’ ‘ascent of the Mountain’ and to ‘God’s proximity’ for a term of forty nights (The Cow/al-Baqara, 
2:51)2, and about Mūsā/Moses ‘seeing fire in the desert’ (ṬāHā, 20:10-45)3 in the ‘middle of a dark night’. And 
the fire was actually the place of encounter with God’s call and voice, it was the spot from which Mūsā/Moses 
would set forth further than ordinary people. The Qur’an testifies of Mūsā’s/Moses’ ‘forty nights’ stay in the 
course of which “his Lord spoke to him” (The Heights/al-A’raf, 7:142-145)4 and when he received ‘Tablets of 
Torah/Tawrat (al-alwāḥ) from God. And so on.
 Certainly, the religion of Islam very powerfully insisted on ‘divine journeys’, not only by Mūsā/Moses but 
primarily by Prophet Mohammed. Al-Isrā or surah Night Journey (17:1) is the basis of the great narrative about 
Prophet Mohammed’s Divine Journey (al-Miʻrāǧ), which has been the topic of a large number of relevant works. 
For the sake of readability and understandability of this essay, we particularly single out „Noćno putovanje 
Poslanika Mohammeda“ (Liber Scale Machometi), translated into Bosnian (Serbian, Croatian, Montenegrin) by 
polyglot Sinan Gudžević.5 The Qur’an also speaks perfectly clearly about malāʼikah’s /angels’/ journeys; for 
instance, surah The Ways of Ascent / al-Maʻāriǧ (70:3-5) says that malāʼikah /angels and the Holy Spirit (ar-Rūḥ) 
ascend to Him [God] ‘ in the day the duration of which is fifty thousand years!’
 Taking incentives from the Qur’an, Islamic literature has, for centuries, developed motifs, characters and 
works on the topic of ‘distant journeys’ and ‘vertical ascensions’. In One Thousand and One Nights there 
are many well-known characters who travel, for example Sinbad the Sailor. One can particularly single out 
the character of Bulukiya (‘who travels searching for a herb that gives immortality’). Bulukiya travels across 
both the underground and the underwater, as well as across the aboveground, heavens, sectors of the Other 
World, he visits islands paradise, etc. Many parts of his journeys remind of motifs narrated in Gilgamesh. 
An interesting analysis of Bulukiya and his journeys was provided by Robert Irwin.6 Finally, one should also 
mention Muhammad Iqbal and his work Jāvidnāme (Ğāwidnāma, Džāvidnama), which also describes an 
extraordinary ‘heavenly journey’.7

2 Prijevod Kurʼāna, preveo Enes Karić, FF, Bihać, 2006.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 Noćno putovanje Poslanika Mohammeda, Liber Scale Machometi, Kitāb al-miʻradž, translated by Sinan Gudžević, V. B. Z., Zagreb, 2007.
6 Robert Irwin, The Arabian Nights, a Companion, Tauris Parke Paperbacks, London, 2008, pp. 208-211.
7 Annemarie Schimmel, Džibrilovo krilo (Gabrielʼs Wing), translated from English by Enes Karić, El-Kalem and Faculty of Islamic 
Sciences, Sarajevo, 2013.
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2. Prophet Mohammed, a. s., in Dante’s Divine Comedy

returning to our topic, it should be noted that in his voluminous work La Divina Commedia Dante features as a
traveler or, better said, a pilgrim (although often ‘angry’ at many ages and many people). Naturally, he believes 

(actually: it goes without saying!) that he set forth on this journey through Hell, Purgatory and Paradise as a 
true Christian. On most legs of his journey he is guided by poet Virgil, and on his journey through Paradise 
he is guided by beautiful Beatrice. The testimonies that Dante presents of what (or who) he saw on this 
journey are, to an extent, results of the ‘Last Judgment’; i.e. Eternity began, the Doomsday came. God judged 
as he did, and Dante is the chosen one who observes and testifies and, moreover, with his work La Divina 

Commedia, reports both to us and to the entire mankind ‘how everyone fared after the Last Judgment’ or, in 
Muslim vocabulary, after the Doomsday (yawmu l-qiyāma). Naturally, the nature of this essay does not allow 
the discussion of all the people that Dante saw on the Other Side and then, indeed, placed upon his poetic 
and literary decision into Hell, Purgatory or Paradise.
 If we consult the Italian original La Divina Commedia, as well as its English translation by Allen Mandelbaum8, 
we can see that Dante addressed Prophet Mohammed (naʻūḏu billāh = God forbid!) in canto 28 of the Hell! 
Dante depicts Mohammed (Maometto) by casting him in the eighth out of the total of nine circles of Hell, 
moreover, in the ninth out of ten horrible ditches, all of them being dark and gloomy ditches that surround 
Lucifer’s or Satan’s stronghold in the Hell.
 Let us quote here in parallel, for the sake of clarity of the pages we are writing, the part dedicated to 
Prophet Mohammed from the English translation of Dante’s work, as well as the Italian original9 of this section 
from canto 28 of the Hell:

8 https://digitaldante.columbia.edu/dante/divine-comedy/inferno/inferno-28/, Accessed on 9.10.2021.
9 Dante Alighieri, La Divina Commedia, BUR Rizolli, Milan, 2020.
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“… and then, were one to show his limb pierced through
and one his limb hacked off, that would not match
the hideousness of the ninth abyss.

No barrel, even though it’s lost a hoop
or end-piece, ever gapes as one whom I
saw ripped right from his chin to where we fart:

his bowels hung between his legs, one saw
his vitals, and the miserable sack
that makes of what we swallow excrement.

While I was all intent on watching him,
he looked at me, and with his hands he spread
his chest and said: “See how I split myself!

See now how maimed Mohammed is! And he
who walks and weeps before me is Ali,
whose face is open wide from chin to forelock.

And all the others here whom you can see
were, when alive, the sowers of dissention
and scandal, and for this, they now are split.

Behind us there, a devil decks us out
so cruelly, re-placing everyone
of this throng underneath the sword edge when

we’ve made our way around the road of pain,
because our wounds have closed again before 
we have returned to meet his blade once more.

But who are you who dawdle on this ridge,
perhaps to slow your going to the verdict
that was pronounced on your self-accusations?
“Death has not reached him yet,” my master answered,
“nor is it guilt that summons him to torment;

“...e qual forato suo membro e qual mozzo
mostrasse, d’aequar sarebbe nulla
il modo de la nona bolgia sozzo.

Già veggia, per mezzul perdere o lulla,
com’ io vidi un, così non si pertugia,
rotto dal mento infin dove si trulla.

Tra le gambe pendevan le minugia;
la corata pareva e ’l tristo sacco
che merda fa di quel che si trangugia.

Mentre che tutto in lui veder m'attacco,
guardommi e con le man s'aperse il petto,
dicendo: „Or vedi com' io mi dilacco!

vedi come storpiato è Mäometto!
Dinanzi a me sen va piangendo Alì,
fesso nel volto dal mento al ciuffetto.

E tutti li altri che tu vedi qui,
seminator di scandalo e di scisma
fuor vivi, e però son fessi così.

Un diavolo è qua dietro che n’accisma
sì crudelmente, al taglio de la spada
rimettendo ciascun di questa risma,

quand’avem volta la dolente strada;
però che le ferite son richiuse
prima ch’altri dinanzi li rivada.

Ma tu chi se’ che ’n su lo scoglio muse,
forse per indugiar d’ ire a la pena
ch’è giudicata in su le tue accuse?“.
„Né morte ’l giunse ancor, né colpa ’l mena“,
rispuose ’l mio maestro, „a tormentarlo;
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But that he may gain full experience,

I, who am dead, must guide him here below,
to circle after circle, throughout Hell:
this is as true as that I speak to you.”

More than a hundred, when they heard him, stopped
within the ditch and turned to look at me,
forgetful of their torture, wondering.

“Then you, who will perhaps soon see the sun,
tell Fra Dolcino to provide himself
with food, if he has no desire to join me

here quickly, lest when snow besieges him,
it brings the Novarese the victory
that otherwise they would not find too easy.”

When he had raised his heel, as if to go,
Mohammed said these words to me, and then
he set it on the ground and off he went.”

ma per dar lui esperïenza piena,

a me, che morto son, convien menarlo
per lo ’nferno qua giù di giro in giro;
e quest’è ver così com’ io ti parlo“.

Più fuor di cento che, quando l’udiro,
s’arrestaron nel fosso a riguardarmi
per maraviglia, oblïando il martiro.

„Or dì a fra Dolcin dunque che s’armi,
tu che forse vedra’ il sole in breve,
s’ello non vuol qui tosto seguitarmi,

sì di vivanda, che stretta di neve
non rechi la vittoria al Noarese,
ch’altrimenti acquistar non saria leve“.

Poi che l’un piè per girsene sospese,
Mäometto mi disse esta parola;
indi a partirsi in terra lo distese.”

 The quoted section is definitely hermetic, and therefore let us allow Edward Said, as a person who is, at 
least culturally, an Arabic Christian, to present it in the paraphrased form:

“Maometto“ – Mohammed – turns up in canto 28 of the Inferno. He is located in the eight 
of the nine circles of Hell, in the ninth of the ten Bolgias of Malebolge, a circle of gloomy 
ditches surrounding Satanʼs stronghold in Hell. Thus before Dante reaches Mohammed, he 
passes through circles containing people whose sins are of lesser order; the lustful, the 
avaricious, the gluttonous, the heretics, the wrathful, the suicidal, the blasphemous. After 
Mohammed there are only the falsifiers and the treacherous (who include Judas, Brutus, 
and Cassius) before one arrives at the very bottom of Hell, which is where Satan himself is 
to be found. Mohammed thus belongs to a rigid hierarchy of evils, in the category of what 
Dante calls seminator di scandalo e di scisma. Mohammedʼs punishment, which is also 
his eternal fate, is a peculiarly disgusting one: he is endlessly being cleft in two from his 
chin to his anus like, Dante says, a cask whose staves are ripped apart. Danteʼs verse at 
this point spares the reader none of the eschatological detail that so vivid a punishment 
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entails: Mohammedʼs entrails and his excrement are described with unflinching accuracy. 
Mohammed explains his punishment to Dante, pointing as well to Ali, who precedes him in 
the line of sinners whom the attendant devil is splitting in two; he also asks Dante to warn 
one Fra Dolcino, a renegade priest whose sect advocated community of women and goods 
and who was accused of having a mistress, of what will be in store for him. It will not have 
been lost on the reader that Dante saw a parallel between Dolcinoʼs and Mohammedʼs 
revolting sensuality, and also between their pretensions to theological eminence.”10

10 Edward Said, Orientalism, Western Conceptions of the Orient, Penguin Books, London, 1995, pp. 68-69.

illustration ~ Illustration of Dante's Inferno - the nine circles of Hell. 
ilustracija ~ Ilustracija D  I  - devet  P .
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 It is, without any doubt, the horrible section about Prophet Mohammed from the Divine Comedy. Before 
reading it, while and after reading this unfortunate section from La Divina Commedia, we should only say, ‘God 
forbid!’ (Naʻūḏu billāh!). However, we have to and should continue to analyze things, according to our views 
and our orientations.
 Before we refer to relevant literature to confirm that these words by Dante mark the very climax of the 
European Middle Ages that were particularly committed to humiliating Prophet Mohammed, in thousands of 
thousands works (treatises, epistles, pasquinades, books) that mostly named him as an ‘ impostor’ (= ‘fraud’), 
let us highlight an important fact, which is:
 Neither in the environments of the Muslim and Islamic world, nor those of Muslim diaspora communities 
has it ever been possible for a prominent, first-class Muslim writer, a renowned and reputable philosopher, to 
write such humiliating paragraphs, or similar disgusting descriptions of Adam, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, 
Joseph, Moses, Aaron, John the Baptist, Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary etc. There have been (and will be!) third-rate 
authors, such as Salman Rushdie, who ridiculed Prophet Mohammed or something from Islam but, generally, 
not the Biblical and the Qur’anic figures who are common to Judaism and Islam, or Christianity and Islam.
 Certainly, history is long and, besides, “deep is the well of the past. Should we not call it bottomless?” – says 
Thomas Mann (“Tief ist der Brunnen der Vergangenheit. Sollte man ihn nicht unergründlich nennen?”) It is 
for this reason that the author of this essay is aware that on both sides, both ‘Muslim’ and ‘Christian’, there 
have been thousands of polemic booklets, treatises, epistles and, why not say, very hideous offences in both 
directions?! Still, the ‘Muslim side’ typically, and without any important exception, was very careful never to 
offend Adam, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron, John the Baptist, Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, 
Prophet Mohammed, etc.11

 The author of this essay is acutely aware that the main streams of Christianity (Catholicism, Orthodoxy, 
Protestantism) could be (or are) dissatisfied with the status that Islam granted to ʻĪsā al-Masīḥ (Jesus Christ); 
however, Islam immensely admires, likes and loves ̒ Īsā al-Masīḥ; moreover, ̒ Īsā al-Masīḥ is one of the fundamental 
paragons for Muslim men and women across the temporal and geographic expanses and notches.
 The fact that in Islam Adam, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, Aaron, John the Baptist, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, Prophet Mohammed, etc. are at the same spiritual table indicates a great pledge for a 
dignified dialogue between Islam, Christianity and Judaism in the future. At least this is the view of the Islamic 
and Muslim side. We fearfully repeat: These dialogues will take place only if we have any future in front of us.

11 For more on the topic, see: Kate Zabiri, Muslims and Christians, Face to Face, OneWorld, Oxford, 2000. 
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3. A brief overview of medieval notions of Islam and
Prophet Mohammed

at the beginning of this section of our essay it should be noted that Dante Alighieri, although loyal to the
  Christian tradition, from the Middle Ages of which he got inspiration and, mostly, wrote from this tradition 

believing that he does not betray it, he, the Dante, still does not represent Christianity. Neither should the 
entire fifteen-century long history of encounters and conflicts between Christianity and Islam be viewed only 
through Dante and the Divine Comedy. Christians, Muslims and Jews alike should approach founding their 
coexistence on the authors who do not share Dante’s views and who do not there assign a place in Hell 

(Purgatory and Paradise) by names, to who and how they will.
 It is for this reason that we want here, at least briefly, to detect the medieval tradition in Christianity, or at 
least one of its sections, which never said any kind of “yes” to Prophet Mohammed, did not lend him a hand 
or express any respect, recognition or right to dignified communication.
 Unfortunately, there are many examples of European medieval degradation of Prophet Mohammed. It would 
be difficult to cover all of them even if one wrote a work of several thousand pages. Therefore here, at least 
we who do not have an immediate access to all the sufficient knowledge on what world libraries have on this 
topic, have to follow shortcuts.
 And one of valuable shortcuts is a work written by Minou Reeves.12 It includes a brief review of ‘peculiar 
imaginaria’ which depict the personality of Prophet Mohammed. Briefly, he was depicted as the ‘Devil 

Incarnate’, ‘Anti-Christ’, ‘a hypocrite’, ‘an impostor, ‘a liar on a grand scale’, ‘a wild man of the desert’, ‘…

12 Minou Reeves, Muhammad in Europe, A Thousand Years of Western Myth – Making, New York University Press, New York, 2003., pp. 73-97
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seduced by dubious Christian heretics’, he was named Mahound, Mahun, Machmet, etc. which, in Europe, were 
synonymous with demon, devil, idol, etc., he was described as ‘a heathen idol worshipped by the Arabs’, and so on.

 The medieval European literature which depicts Prophet Mohammed as ‘a renegade cardinal’, and him 
and Muslims as ‘pigs, beasts, sons of Beliol, sodomites’ – this and such literature was increasingly numerous 
before the Crusades and during them.
 At about the same time, some regions introduced the custom or ‘the idea of the curse of Muhammad’. 
Besides, a Scottish poet named William Dunbar (1459-1530) revived the notion of Mohammed ‘as Mahound or 

Satan’ in his work Dance of the Seven Deidly Synnis [The Dance of the Seven Deadly Sins], where Mahound is 
the unruly ringleader of ceremonies in Hell.13

13 Ibid., p. 93.

illustration ~ “Machometus,” - Istoria 
de Mahomat, “The earliest Latin lives of 
Muhammad”. Matthew Paris, Chronica Maiora, 
1240–1253,  Ms. 26, fol. 44r. Cambridge, Library of 
Corpus Christi College. 
ilustracija ~ "M ", - Istoria de 
Mahomat, "N  ž  M  
nalatinskom jeziku". Matthew Paris, Chronica 
M , 1240–1253, M . 26, . 44 . C , 
B  C  C  ž .

A clumsily drawn person (is still clearly anti-
hagiographical) is set frontally between two 
columns of text which specifically refer to the 
life of the Prophet. Person stands upon a wild 
boar (labeled sus), with his arms raised and 
two scrolls spreading from his hands across the 
upper margin. Taking into account the dominant 
position given to the pictorial form, it can be 
concluded that it is a matter of focusing on a 
horrible death as a punishment for an “evil life 
as a debauched hypocrite and a false prophet”.

N š     ( š  
jasno antihagiografski) postavljena je frontalno 

đ    ,    
  P  ž . O    

  ( č   sus), s podignutim 
 š   ž ć    (  

 ). U ć     
     , ž   

č        š  
    “  ž   

  ž  ”.
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 And so on and so forth, these examples and quotes follow one another. Such medieval notions of Prophet 
Mohammed could hardly be considerably mitigated, not to say erased, by the emergence of Enlightenment 
and Rationalism of the French Revolution (1789). If during the Middle Ages Islam and Mohammed were accused 
of ‘satanism’, ‘renegade Christianity’, ‘sexual lust’, ‘sensuality’ and similar, Enlightenment brought about other 
accusations such as Islamic ‘fanatism’, ‘anti-intellectualism’, ‘blind faith’, etc. Certainly, Enlightenment also 
provided another, very influential and favorable notion of Islam and Prophet Mohammed that is dear to 
Muslims (think of works by Goethe, Lessing and others).
  Why did Dante Alighieri, a prominent literary and poetry personality on the world scale, in the Divine Comedy 
treat Prophet Mohammed as a convict in Hell, and want to humiliate him as much as he could by his poetry? 
Besides the European medieval notions of Islam partially listed here, which most probably extremely strongly 
affected Dante’s attitude to Islam, some think that this poet, an exile from Florence, also had direct motives of 
his time to ‘revenge’ on Prophet Mohammed by assigning him Satan’s /Lucifer’s/ neighborhood, torments of hell 
and disgrace, which were pointed out, among others, by Edward Said, an intellectual of Christian cultural origins.
 Indeed, the time when Dante Alighieri lived witnessed the failure of the Crusades and campaigns to the Holy 
Land. In 1291, ‘some twenty years before Dante begin to write the Divine Comedy, the last crusaders’ stronghold 
in Akra, Palestine was again conquered by Muslims, who pushed back /European/ crusaders from the region.’14 
 Whether there were immediate historical reasons for Dante’s so degrading treatment of Prophet Mohammed 
or could Dante avoid them is open to discussion and research. However, as it usually happens, when art is used 
in the name of spite, fate toyed with Dante Alighieri ’s work with the power of its irony. It gave Dante tit for tat.
 Famous Miguel Asin Palacios (1871-1944), a professor of Arabic at University of Madrid, published the work 
La Escatologia musulmana en la Divina Comedia (“Muslim Eschatology in the Divine Comedy”, 1919), where 
he showed that the main sources for Dante’s depictions of Hell, Purgatory and Paradise are found, and are 
easily detected in Muslim eschatological teachings, either authentic or apocryphal. [At this point, we are 
extremely pleased to note that Rijad Ganibegović translated this work by M.A. Palacios from Spanish, and 
that the translation is expected to be published by El-Kalem, a publishing house of the Riyasat of Islamic 
Community in Bosnia and Herzegovina in the months to follow. Rijad Ganibegović is both more competent 
and knowledgeable on the matter of these influences of Islamic eschatological teachings (uḫrawiyyāt, 

māwarāʼiyyāt) on Dante than we are, and one should therefore patiently wait for the publication of this work].
 In 1965, having in mind M.A. Palacios’ research, Vicente Cantarino studied, as he said, the ‘history and analysis of a 
controversy’15. In this work, he presented dozens of fundamental studies on whether it was truly Islam itself, with all 
its symbolic treasure, that affected Dante. Besides, Vicento Cantarino discussed the multitude of other influences 
on Dante and his notion of Hell, Purgatory and Paradise, and consequently of Prophet Mohammed as well.

14 Ibid.
15 Vicente Cantarino, Dante and Islam: History and Analysis of a Controversy, Dante Studies, with the Annual Report of Dante Society, 
No. 125., The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2007.
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4. Echoes of Dante’s cantos about Prophet Mohammed

canto 28 of the Hell (Inferno) in the Divine Comedy did not leave many people indifferent. It breaks traditionally
  oriented Muslims’ hearts when they bring themselves to read the lines that we quoted in this text in 

Italian and English. However, traditional Muslims are not the only ones who read many passages of the Divine 

Comedy with anxiety. Many others also feel anxiety, among Jews, Christian and others as well.
 It is true that Dante is a traveler through Hell (Inferno), Purgatory (Purgatorio) and Paradise (Paradiso); 
however, he allows himself, in his poetic imagination, to proclaim himself authorized to play God and classify 
people how and where he wills. Dante’s doubtless great gift for arts was used for settling personal accounts 
with the history known to him and personalities on its long canvases of time.
 There are hundreds of short passages, entire chapters and even thousands of works written about Dante 
and his attitude toward Prophet Mohammed and Islam. We will here briefly list several reviews of canto 28 in 
the Hell (Inferno).
 The basic point that most Western authors consulted here observe is his desire to see Prophet Mohammed 
as a schismatic or a ‘religious breakaway from Christianity’. Such a view resulted in the fact that Dante saw 
Islam as a mere Christian sect. Philip K. Hitti says the following about the topic:

“Of the three monotheistic religions developed by the Semites, the Islam of the Koran 
is the most characteristic and comes nearer the Judaism of the Old Testament than 
does the Christianity of the New Testament. It has such close affinities with both, 
however, that in the conception of many medieval European and Oriental Christians it 
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stood as a heretic Christian sect rather than a distinct religion. In his Divine Comedy 
Dante consigns Muhammad to one of the lower hells with all those ʼsowers of scandals 
and schismʼ.”16

 Annemarie Schimmel quite honestly claims that Dante Alighieri, in his attitude toward Prophet Mohammed, 
expresses the feelings of his time, i.e. feelings of many Christians for the Prophet.

“When Dante in his Divine Comedy sees him [Mohammed] condemned to eternal pain 
in the deepest abyss of Hell, he expresses the feelings of innumerable Christians of 
his era who could not understand how after the rise of Christianity another religion 
could appear in the world, a religion that – even worse! – was active in this world, 
and politically so successful that its members occupied large parts of the formerly 
Christian Mediterranean areas.”17

 In a similar vein, Karen Armstrong also observes that Dante’s problem was that he could neither realize 
nor accept that Islam is a faith in God, spontaneous like other religions. Thus Karen Armstrong observes that 
Dante does his best to deprive Prophet Mohammed of the right to the primordial establishment in religion 
and that it is for this very reason that he reduces him to a mere schismatic:

“Dante still cannot allow Muhammad an independent religious vision. He [Mohammed] 
is a mere schismatic, who had broken away from the parent faith...”18 Naturally, 
according to Karen Armstrong, i.e. to her understanding and interpretation of 
Dante, Mohammed’s ‘parent faith’ is ‘Christianity’ (rather than Meccan idolatry!) and 
therefore Dante includes Prophet Mohammed among those who spread rift and schism 
(seminator di scandalo a di scisma – scizmatici a seminatori di discordie).19

 And now we come to Robert Irwin, one of the best experts in Arabic literature in Britain. For his part he, as 
a competent Arabist, claims that Dante was deeply immersed in Arabic-Islamic literary expressions, and that 
the Divine Comedy bears this stamp, which is remarkably visible to experts. Robert Irwin says the following:

16 Philip K. Hitti, History of the Arabs, Palgrave Macmillian, New York, 2002, p. 128.
17 Annemarie Schimmel, And Muhammad is His Messenger, the Veneration of the Prophet in Islamic Piety, The University of North 
Carolina Press, Chapel Hill and London, 1985, pp. 3-4.
18 Karen Armstrong, Muhammad: A Biography of the Prophet, Harper San Francisco, New York, 1993, p. 29.
19 Dante Alighieri, La Divina Commedia, p. 22.
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“It is true that the Arabs were heavily indebted to their precursors and neighbours 
for their stories, but that is a universal cultural characteristic (...) European literature, 
with its individual geniuses (among them Dante, Boccaccio and Chaucer), was in turn 
heavily indebted to the anonymous storytellers of the Arab world.”20

20 Robert Irwin, The Arabian Nights, a Companion, p. 77.

illustration ~ Illustration of Dante’s inferno - ontmoeting van de dichters Dante en Vergilius. 
ilustracija ~ Ilustracija D   -   D   V .
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 From these Robert Irwin’s words it can also be understood that Arabic and Islamic literature have been 
received in ‘unadulterated’ forms, but that it subsequently experienced modifications, metamorphoses, even 
controversial applications, as Dante’s work reveals.

 For his part, Marco Schöller claims: „Die anscließende Himmelreise – Mohammeds 
ʼAufstiegʼ (miʻrāǧ) zu Gott – beginnt in Jerusalem. Die fromme islamische Tradition 
glaubt auf dem Felsen unter der Kuppel des Felsendoms den Fußabdruck Mohammeds 
zu erkennen, den er hinterließ, bevor er von dort die Leiter (vgl. Q 6:35) hinaufstieg, 
die Gabriel bereitgestellt hatte. Gabriel folgend, den wie Vergil in Dantes Göttlichen 

Komödie als kundigen Führer dient, durchreist Mohammed dann die sieben Himmel 
(vgl. Q 2:29; 2:86), bevor er das Paradies betritt. Er trifft in den Himmelskreisen erneut 
auf die biblischen Propheten und begegnet noch weiteren Personen.“ (“The heavenly 
journey that follows – Mohammed’s ‘ascension’ to God (miʻrāǧ) begins in Jerusalem. 
The devout Islamic tradition believes that on the rock under the Dome of the Rock one 
can recognize Mohammed’s footprint that he left behind before climbing the stairs (cf. 
Q 6:36) prepared by Ğibrīl (Jibra’ il, Gabriel). Following Ğibrīl who, as Virgil in Dante’s 
Divine Comedy serves as an experienced guide, Mohammed then toured the seven 
stages of heaven (cf. Q 2:29, 2:86) before arriving in paradise. In the heavenly spheres 
he again meets Biblical prophets, and other personalities.”)21

Certainly, Schöller himself adds that Dante viewed Prophet Mohammed as “a Christian heretic” (als einen 

christlichen Häretiker).22

 In all these quotes we observe that, in canto 28 of the Divine Comedy, with the two pages about Prophet Mohammed 
(unwelcome to traditional Muslims), Dante made many readers perceive his work as a bastion of rigid ‘Christian 
orthodoxy’, which views the entire other part of humanity, particularly Muslim, as possible ‘fuel for Hell’. However, 
such words probably sound too severe, and should not be said. One should only say that these are the parts of the 
Divine Comedy, and there are many of them, where Dante tends to, naʻūḏu billāh, ‘play the role of God’. However, 
the message of our essay is: One should not view Dante as a representative of Christianity! There are many authors 
who, as Christians, challenge Dante’s ‘cantos’ and ‘opinions’ about Prophet Mohammed.
 One of the prominent examples is authoritative Norman Daniel. In his seminal work Islam and the West he 
attempts to establish a serios, critical view of Dante, as well as to approve research conducted in the broad 
fields of studying the Divine Comedy. Indeed, according to Norman Daniel, the Divine Comedy cannot be read 
properly without knowing Islamic and Muslim sources. He says:

21 Marco Schöller, Mohammed, Suhrkamp BasisBiographie, Suhrkamp Verlag, Frankfurt am Main, 2008, pp. 39-40. 
22 Ibid., p. 132.
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“In the meantime, in 1949, E. Cerulli and J. M. Munoz had published their editions 
of the Liber Scale Machometi, the translations of the kitāb al-miʻraj, or account of 
Muhammad’s Night Journey to Heaven, which Asin y Palacios had already identified 
as a principal source of the Divine Comedy. Although it was to shed light on Dante’s 
sources that both these scholars undertook their work, both published a quantity of 
other material, relating to chiefly to Islamic concepts of Heaven.”23

23 Norman Daniel, Islam and the West, The Making of an Image, OneWorld, Oxford, 1993, p. 29.

illustration ~ Illustration of Dante’s inferno - because of his alleged sins Dante the main character endures the horrid, twisted, and 
grotesque, depths of hell unlike any other allegory of hell. 

ilustracija ~ Ilustracija D   -      D    ž ,    
dubine pakla za razliku od bilo koje druge alegorije pakla.
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 Norman Daniel has no doubts that Dante owes a lot to Islamic sources. However, in his reading of Dante’s 
Divine Comedy Norman Daniel observes that the work was aligned with an idea nourished by medieval 
sources of Dante’s time on Arabs as those who had allegedly been ‘converted’ to Christianity before they 
‘were perverted’ to Islam. To prepare the critique of Dante, Norman Daniel first says: “This [previous Arabs’ 
Christianity] is implicit in the idea of some sources that the Arabs had been converted to Christianity before 
they were ‘perverted’ to Islam, and it [such a claim] may owe much to the historical notion of the loss of the 
Christian provinces to Islam. The most influential champion of this view was Dante...”24

 With these words Norman Daniel indirectly suggests that Dante was a poet, writer and advocate of 
Reconquista, or reclaiming the entire Mediterranean under the ‘domination of Christianity’. As claimed by 
Annemarie Schimmel, Dante was influenced by his time, Crusades (particularly those in the period 1095-1291) 
were, ideologically viewed, a kind of Reconquista, etc.
 Norman Daniel then points to Dante’s canto 28 from the Hell, which is, partly, entitled 'seminator di scandalo 

e di scisma'. Actually, in this section of the Hell he will ‘sing’ of those who are sowers of scandal and schism, 
including, as we saw, naʻūḏu billāh, Prophet Mohammed. Norman Daniel pays a particular attention to the fact 
that Dante accepted the so-called doctrina falsa, or understanding that ‘Islam is a wrong teaching’. Here is 
what Norman Daniel says about it:

“The aspect of doctrina falsa [i.e. that ‘Islam is a wrong teaching’] was not neglected 
by the early commentaries on Dante, and one explained the verses [from the Divine 

Comedy] ' il tristo sacco / che merda fa di quel so trangugi ' as meaning that 'all the 
doctrine which entered (Muhammad’s) mind produced horrible error with which he 
soiled and infected nearly all the world…”25

 

24 Ibid., p. 217.
25 Ibid., p. 218.
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5. How to avoid abuse of the Divine Comedy today

while we were writing this essay about Dante Alighieri and his La Divina Commedia, in August, September and
 October of 2021, all in the sign of appropriate marking the 700th anniversary of Dante’s death (1321-2021), 

we read and reviewed dozens of works and studies about Dante. Many articles among them are entitled The 

Jews in the Divina Commedia, many authors analyze the position of Jews, even Muslims, that Dante assigned to 
them in his work, Naturally, it is by no means pleasant to read sections of the Divine Comedy which show that 
there is little in the Afterlife that Jews (or Muslims) could enjoy. Since in the Divine Comedy Dante (implicitly) 
divides the world history into pre-Christian and Christian (read: pre-orthodox and orthodox!), he typically and 
mostly assigned to Jews a status similar to pagans (Senecca, Galen etc., who lived before the institutionalized 
Christianity). In a similar vein, neither were Muslims who were almost Dante’s contemporaries (Averroes/
Ibn Rushd, Avicenna/Ibn Sīna and Saladin/Salahuddīn) proclaimed innocent nor were they granted bliss. 
In Dante’s view of people’s eschatological positions, all of them were somehow, same as many Jews, in the 
Limbo, or close to Limbo, or elsewhere, but right next to Hell and in its circle!
 Indeed, according to canto Four of La Divina Commedia (Canto Quatro), besides Averroes, Avicenna and 
Saladin, Limbo hosts Socrates, Plato, Democritus, Diogene, Cicero, Empedocles, Heraclitus, Zenon, etc. In a way, 
Limbo is the lobby of Hell, a kind of Pre-Hell. You are not in Hell itself, but you are on a kind of ‘waiting list’.
 The Italian original (La Divina Commedia) and French translation (La Divine Comédie) bring hundreds of 
comments and notes that detect both the persons who, upon Dante’s condemnation, found themselves in, e.g. Hell, 
and explanations of Dante’s ideas, glimpses, winks, allusions, literary tropes, etc. Certainly, they should be taken 
into account if we want to grasp the true structure of the Divine Comedy, for the purpose of reading it properly.
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 However, Dante found a clever way (same as a clever murīd (novice) selects for himself a learned sheik!) 
to select the guide through Hell and Purgatory, and it is Virgil (who lived in the very eve of the emergence 
of Christianity as an organized religion). Virgil is one with one foot in the old time, and the other in the new 
and ‘good time’. It is him who explains to Dante who is who, and how each of them passed through This World 
and, there it is, the two of them are now watching in Hell and Purgatory consequences of a huge number of 
acts performed by philosophers, poets, military leaders, commentators, religious delinquents, risk-takers, 
schismatics, fornicators, breakaways, etc.
 And then Dante’s journey continues, and he arrives in Paradise (Paradiso). It is here where beautiful Beatrice 
appears and guides Dante further, it is her who shows him the abundance of bliss and happiness.
 Still, be it as it may, if the author of this essay had the courage to give any advice to Muslim readers of the 
Divine Comedy, it would be that Dante Alighieri should be read as a poet and a writer, and by no means as a 
representative of Christianity or, in a broader perspective, of Europe and the West.
 And no matter how difficult traditional Muslims find it to read canto 28 of the Hell (which depicts Prophet 
Mohammed with contempt!), and despite the repugnance they may feel for the book which, increasingly deeply, 
depicts medieval names of Dante’s time for Prophet Mohammed (Impostor, a Devil Incarnate, Mahound….) – 
one should respond to all of it with patience, and with dedicated and intelligent reading of Dante.
 Anyway, Dante is just a poet, same as al-Maʻarrī (973 - 1057) was only a poet! And the greatest insult that 
can be inflicted on poets is to give them the meaning of ideologists or representatives of the entire sides of 
the world and hemispheres. We repeat, Dante per se is not a representative of Christianity, he should not be 
assigned either the meaning or the significance that does not belong to him. A balanced attitude toward the 
Divine Comedy, together with all the necessary critical readings, will help understand Dante himself, as well as 
the age when this work of his was written. It will also help understand the ‘spiritual mood of the time’ in the 
late Middle Ages, when the poet lived, and whose general and prevailing Weltanshauung he could not rid of.
 Certainly, derogatory poems and opinions about Prophet Mohammed did not stop after Dante. Even when 
the canvas of time called the Middle Ages ended, there were still many works that cast cruel glances at 
Prophet Mohammed. Still, one should notice differences there, since not everything that has been written in 
Europe and the West, which began their civilizational rise since the end of the 17th century, was turned against 
Prophet Mohammed. One should also search for positive examples and those turned to dialogue, which are 
sporadically found in the valuable work The Prophet Muhammad in French and English Literature, 1650 to the 

present by Ahmed Gunny.26 About a dozen examples of literary works written in Europe after 1650 reveal that, 
over several centuries and sporadically even today, Prophet Mohammed has been depicted in the way that he 
has been the other, that he has been the distant and the terrible one, one from Asia! In doing so, the following 
has been ignored: As if, like God’s prophet ʻĪsā al-Masīḥ (Jesus Christ), he was not from Asia and as if, Jesus 

26 Ahmad Gunny, The Prophet Muhammad in French and English Literature, 1650 to the present, The Islamic Foundation, Leicerstershire, 2010.
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Christ himself, was not a typically Asian religious phenomenon! Still, despite everything, we should not give 
up the noble search for works, both in poetry and in prose, which depict Prophet Mohammed and Prophet 
ʻĪsā al-Masīḥ in a different way and with different messages, the messages that encourage communication 
between religions. Although opinions about Dante and La Divina Commedia are polarized even today, the 
author of this essays considers as far-fetched and overstated the views which see Dante’s work as a true 
cause of later ‘European’ pogroms against Jews and Muslims, or even as the inspiration for the gas chambers 
of the Holocaust as a horrible and actual replica of the Hell (Inferno), prompted by reading the Divine Comedy. 
It is not right nor fair to accuse Dante Alighieri of all kinds of evils that have been committed by Europe and 
the West after his death in 1321.
 Be it as it may, there are two kinds of abuse of Dante and the Divine Comedy nowadays. The first is ultra-
Christian and the second Jewish-Muslim (for more details on the topic, cf. Dante in Arabic27). Abiding by a 
moderate and balanced approach to this work by Dante, one should, first, take into account the ultra-Christian 
abuses of the Divine Comedy. These abuses are more dangerous, since many ultra-Christians still read La 

Divina Commedia so as to classify humanity into Christians and non-Christians, heretics and non-heretics in 
the Divine Comedy, which is the way not offered by Dante’s fiction and poetic imagination but rather given by 
the very God’s provision. This crude and overbearing approach to reading dislocates La Divina Commedia from 
the area of fiction, where it belongs, and lecturing rostrums forcedly exalt it to the area of history, politics and 
ideology which is, naturally, very dangerous. Literary works should be read in the sphere of fiction, rather than 
be abused in the spheres of politics, ideology and mere history.

27 Hassan Osman, Dante in Arabic, Annual Report of the Dante Society, The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1955.
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illustration ~ Dante Alighieri, publisher - Galle, Philips, draftsman - Straet, Jan van der, engraver - Galle, Cornelis (1615).
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